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W elcome to our 45th issue of 7Hues Mode. 
Summer is over and Fall is here, right in time 
for NYFW. Our goal was to host an event this 
September in New York and invite our friends 
and followers out to come mingle with us but 

due to heavy workloads at the office we will have to plan for 2020. 
Disappointed yes, but not discouraged. Fashion week is hosted 
multiple times a year and we are sure to attend one soon. Our brand is 
a strong believer in patience and humility over spending and urgency. 
We want to do things right so that our production is flawless, and not 
flawed.

In other news...our goal for our brand is to go back to Bi-
Monthly publications. Our Mode issue will still be monthly, 
but our Hommes, Beauty, Noir, & Hair will go back to being 
Bi-Monthly until we have dedicated staff & Interns who can 
help us crank out the content that's needed to accommodate 

all brother and sister publications. Creating publications for multiple 
genres is very taxing and as an overall brand, speaking of the Creative 
Corps, we can not 
tap into our creativity 
at a full level editing 
publications each 
month for every brand 
we have. Keeping our 
social media updated 
alone is work, not 
including responding 
to emails and keeping 
our issues fresh and 
popping each month. 
So we will be posting 
new themes for the 
year of 2020 and 
explaining to everyone 
our discussion and 
when we will decide to 
change over...rather in 
January, or before the 
end of 2019.

Special thanks 
to every contributor who submitted to 
us over the year and everyone on their 
team that helped bring their vision to 
life, from Photographers to Wardrobe 

Stylist, Creative Directors, Makeup Artist, Hair 
Stylist, & Assistants. It's a beautiful feeling receiving 
emails from all around the world stating that it is a 
dream to be accepted inside one of our issues and 
that our platform is loved and followed daily for 
inspiration and motivation. This sort of support really pushes us to be 
the best at what we do. 

Thanks for being apart of what we have established. Enjoy the issue.

Thank you. -Editor

Letter from
 the Editor
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Ena Jevtic  
Bright skies and 
summer nights.

Photography by 
RENZO CIPOLLA
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PhotograPhy

RENZO CIPOLLA
Photographer:  @renzocipolla

Styling: Maria Fernanda Salazar  IG: @mfse 
Art Direction:  Daniela Nuñez Dodero  @thevelvetsecret

Model: Ena Jevtic x Wonderwall Management  @enajevtic x @ww_mgmt
Makeup Artist: Paola D'Avenia  IG: @paoladavenia_makeupart

Photo Assistant: Isa Diller  IG: @isadiller
BTS: Mateus Siniakiewicz IG: @il.tez

Wardrobe: Jeremy Scot, Calvin Klein, Schutz, Zara, Mango, 
the Vintage Club

womanSPACER
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Creative artist venture here.
7HUES ON THE WEB, TABLET, AND MOBILE

Prepared by MagCloud for Paola D'Avenia. Get more at 7huesmag.magcloud.com.


